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The  pur`pose  of  this  study  was  to  examine  the  expressed  attitudes
of  pr.e-service  teachers  toward  mountain  speech  in  elementary  school
chi ldr`en .
Nineteen  children  in  kinder`gar`ten  through  third  gr`ade  were  refer-
r.ed  by  their  teacher.s.     Fifteen  demonstr`ated  mountain  dialect  and  f`our`
demonstrated  non-mountain  dialect.     The  children  were  interviewed  and
r`ecor`ded  on  audio-tape.     Thirty-five  pre-service  teachers  listened  to
the  stimulus  tape,  consisting  of  thir`ty-seven  speech  segments,  and  com-
pleted  a  semantic  differential  type  bipolar'  adjective-pail.  a-ttitude
scale   f.or`  each  speech  sample.
Raw  scale  scor`es  were  examined  fort  each  sample   for`  an  indication
of  attitude  isitensity.     internal  consistency,  item-total  corr`elation,
and  t,est-retest  reliability  wer.e  studied.     A  t-Test  was  employed  to
examine  the  dif±`eTence  between   the  three  semantic  differential  f.actors
for.  the  inountain  and  non-mountain  speech  groups,   and  to  examine  the
differt>nce   bettiy'¢}fim   ,.'ittitudc,`€.   for    the   two   Er`ou?)s.
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The  analysis  revealed  a..`significant  difference  fort  the  two  groups
on  the  Evaluative  factor`,  with  no  sign.ificance  for.  the  Potency  and
Activity  factors.     A  differ`ence  appears  to  exist  between  the  attitudes
of  pl.e-service  teacher`s  toward  mountain  and  non-mountain  speech,  with
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Chapter`   1
INTB.0[.UCTI0N
Language   is  the  primary  to'jl  of  communication.     Pr.oducing  messages
and  pr.ocessing  the  messages  of  other`  people  is  a  dynamic  and  unique
human  function   (Wiig  &  Semel,19811).     Language  diver.sity  is   a  global
phenomenon  that  people  encounter`  daily  in  their  communication  exper.i-
ences.    Variations .exist  between  two  differ`ent  languages,   and  frequent-
ly  within  a  partjcular`  language.     This  fact  is  evident  alnong  the  speak-
er`s  of  Americ.an  English.     Variations,   or`  dialects,   in  American  English
are  noticed  im  Drie  way  or  another  as  individuals  inter`act  with  per.sons
fr`om  differ`ent  r`egions,  as  well  as  social  and  ethnic  groups,   of  the
United  States   {Wolfr`an  &  Chr.istian,1976).     The  existence  of  regional
dialects  in  Amer.ican  English  has  been  dir`ectly  associated  with  the
patterns  of  ienmigration  of  the  ear.1y  settler.s  ar}d  the  migr`atory  pat-
terns  that  developed  with  the  westwar'd  movement.     Regional  dialects
tend  to  be  ac:cepted  readily  by  people,  as  ther`e  are  valid  and  accept-
able  I.easons   for.  these  differ`ences   (Jeter,   1977).
Williams   {1970)   indicates  that  "the  character.istics  of  speech  ar`e
salient  cues   to  a  per`son's  social  status"   (p.   472).     Under.standing  and
acceptance  of  language  var.iations  ar`e  often  found  to  be  lacking  when
social  assessments  are  b.ased  on  a  person's  speech.     Complex  attitudes
ar.e  held  about  social  class,   ethnicity,  ol`igjn,  and  education  which  in-
fluence  interacti()ns  and  r`elationships  with  speakers  of  dialect  based
on  social   dif:±inction   (Jeter.,1977;   Wolfram  &  Fasold,1974).     Varieties
in  Standar`d  I-mer`ican  English  that  are  related  to  social  differenc`es  ar`e
i_t,t.yici-.albr    ref¢-:9I`i..r,`t.i    +L`.    aL-,    s(tc-ial    dialects     (`;`€,.rijr,1977).
Statement  of  the  Problem
Accordir}..g  to  Fries   (1940),   the  speech  pattern  of  the  middle-class
pr'imar'ily  whi'!e  population  of  the  United  States  is  the  accepted  norm  or`
standar.d  against  which  al.i  other`  speech  and  language  patterns  are  judged.
Fries  states  -Ghat  not  onl.v  is  standar.d  English  the  medium  thr`ough  which
national  affairs  arie  conducted,  but  jt  is  also  the  speech  patter.n  of
those  individuals  consider'ed  the  most  prestigious  and  highest  on  the
social  ladder.     Standard  Amer`ican  English  is  also  the  accepted  norm  in
the  Amer.ican  a.1assr'oom  and  is  r.igidly  supported  and  enfor`ced  by  teach-
ers   (Adler`,1979;   Shuy,1967;   Anastasiow  &  Hanes,1976).     when  a  child's
speech  does  not  concur.  with  the  patter`n  expected  in  the  classroom,   an
educational  dispar.ity  is  created.     This  is  especially  true  concer`ning
disadvantaged  childr`en,  as  social  dialects  have  alw-ays  been  a  main  con-
cern  of  American  education   (Labov,1970).
This  conSern  about  social  dialects  has  primarily  taken  a  negative
form  because  :#hen  var`iations  fr.om  the  standard  are  rioted,   t-hese  varia-
tions  are  generally  assumed  to  be  deviant,  deficient,  and  abnor`mal
(Laffey  &  Shu.w,1973;   Adler,1979).     Attitudes  toward  a  child's  dialect,
either  negatii`re  or  positive,  are  usually  transferre,d  to  the  child  him-
self.     Davis  and  Bollard   (cited  in  Rosenthal   &  Jacobson,   1968)   found
that  teacher`s  tend  t.o  stigmatize  the  lower-class  child  on  the  basis  of
dialect,  among  other  social  cha.racteristics.     The  attitude  that  a  teach-
er  holds  about  a  c-rtild  can  sigri.i.fi.cantly  affect  the  interaction  between
t.eacher'  and  a:.-Lild   (Rosenthal   &  Jacobsor„   1968).     On  this  basis,   it   is
pr`esunable  thlt  the  attitudes  of  prc+seIvj`|`e  i,eachers  toward  mount.a]..r`
SPL.cc;b    in   elc.iri<3r`;-i,.,t`:.'    sc`hc`¢i    chjj.dl-'en   dill.f€r.    i.r'o;!i   th£.ir   at,t,i.tuclcs    towel.`ft
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childr`en  who  speak  Standard  Amer`ican  English.     If   this   is  true,   then
the  attitude  of  a  teacher  who  stigmatizes  a  child  on  the  basis  of  a
mountain  dialect  may  adver.sely  affect  the  academic  performance  of  the
child.
Purpose  of  the  Study
The  purpose  of  the  pr`esent  study  is   to  examine  the  expressed  atti-
tudes  of  a  group  of  pr`e-service  elementary  school  teachers  toward  the
social 'dialect  of  Appalachian  English.
Null  Hypothesis
Ther`e  is  no  statistically  significant  difference  between  attitudes
of  pr.e-ser.vice  teachers  towar`d  mountain  speech  and  standar`d  speech  in
elementary  school  children.     The   .051evel  of  significance  will  be  used
to  test  the  null  hypothesis.
Definition  of  Terms
Mountain  Speech  -a  generalized  term  referring  to  Appalachian  English.
Appalachian  English  -  the  social  dialect  of  Standard  American  English
associated  with  the  wor.king  class  rural  population  of  the  Appala-
chian  region,   var.ying  in  gr`ammatical   featur`es,  phonologic.al  and
lexical   aspc-cts   (Wolfram  &  Christian,1976).
Standard  American  English  -  the  r.eal   a]`^d  accepted  spoken  language  of.
the   educ;ated   middle   class   (W.olfr`am   &.Fasold,1974\.
Appalachian  I.iagion  -includes  par`ts   of  Kent,ucky,   southwester`n  'i-ir'ginia,
r.oi`:.L\cf:+`~`,.i'  ,1,    :.\:i)rth    l`ar'olir.a.     r.Ori=,-I.jecri.st€`r`Ti     J  e.I|`ries,<:`.ii`  ,     arid    ai.i     Li±-.
W.es+.   \rirgini.a   (Wolfr`am   8   Christ,lan,1L976:   Jamisor„    1978).
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Limit:i!r±ons,    c`f`   t,hi=    St`jdv
1.     The  impact  and  influence  of  the  school  envir`orment,  upor`  the
children  and  their  language  must  be  consider.ed.
2.     All  children  parcicipating  in  the  study  will  be  on  the  basis
of  teacher  r`eferr.al.
3.     The  measurement  of  attitude  is  a  subjective  measure  and  r.e-
sults  ar`e  dependent  on  the  r'esponses  of  the  pre-service  teachers  to
the  task.
4.     The  conclusions  draun  fr'om  this  study  will  be  limited  to  the
population  from  which  the  participants  wer`e  dr.awn.
Significance  of  the  Problem
Children  learn  to  speak  the  language  of  their`  environment.     A
child's  language  competence  is  the  inter`nalization  of  the  language  per`-
formance  models  into  a  set  of  habits  oper'ated  b.v  gr`ammatical  r`ules  that
have  been  extr`acted  from  the  specific  var.iation  of  Amer`ican  English
modeled  in  the  pei.formance.     A  child's   language  performance  is  the  ex-
ternalization  of  pr`oduction  of  the  habits  and  rules  in  the  child's
spec`ific  version   of  Amer`ican  English   (Nist,1974).     Children  entering
the  first  gr`ade  ar'e  producing  a  near  match  for`  the  adult  grammatical
model  that  is  provided  in  their`  partj.c..ular  language  co"riunit`y   (Hig{r,I,in-
botham,1972).
In  the  Appaiachian  Mountains,   ther`e   is  an  ex.tensive  concentr`ation
c`f  rural   disadvantaged  chi]`d.r'en   (Frost   &  Hawkcs,1966;   Jam.ison,1978;
Adler,1979).     Ther'e   a  child  beginning  school  brings  a  d.ialect  that
has  been  func.`tiomal   in  the  home  envii.orment  up  to  this  point.     As  the
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|`'`il.t.`ati(in(11`     t,}.-piz`i€ric.e    'ot3£J,ills,      I  he     la}`[::r5uage    -\`;?-,''itr\.tiori    c.omcs      it-itci    cr,I.I--
flict  with  the  language.   sT,poke}i  and  taught  b`y  the  teacher   (Frost  &
Hawkes,1966) ,   for  it  is  well-established  that  the   lar_guage  of  the
Amer`ican  publ]..c   school   classr`oom  is  usually  that  of  St,andar`d  English.
(Osser`,   Wang,   &   Zaid,1969).
The  tr`eatment  that  the  child's  dialect  r`eceives  c'reates  far.-
r`eaching  pr`oblems  affecting  many  areas  of  life,  the  most  profound
being  that  of  academies.     The  major`ity  of  teacher`s,  using  Standar.d
English  as  their.  standar`d  measur.ement,  tend  to  assume  that  gralnmatical
aspects  varying  from  the  norm  ar.e  simply  wr.ong   (Burling,1971).     The
pr.imar`y  thrust  of  the  teacher`  becomes  one  of  making  the  "differ`ent"
child  talk  like  the  "normal"   ones   (Pietr.as   &  I,amb,1978).     The  goal   is
to  over.come  the  dialectal  obstacle,   rather`  than  to  study  and  under.stand
it  in  the  appr`opriate  context   (Labov,1970).     Frequently,  teacher.s  hold
extr`emely  unr`ealistic  expectations  of  their  degr`ee  of  control  overt  the
dialect   (Osser.,   Wang,   &  Zaid,1969).     The   teacher`  assumes   the   r`esponsi-
bility  of  providing  the  criild  with  the  proper  model  and  repeatedly  cor`-
r`ects  the  child,  attempting  to  r.estrict  the  use  of  "bad"  language.
Such  cor`rection  of  a  child's  language  usually  car`ries  a  disguise  of  the
teiicher's  ci-iticism  of  the  child's  background   (Feitelson,   1968;   Labov,
1970)  .
As  the  teacher  attacks  t.ne  child's  language,   ir'repar`able  damage  is
cr`eated  if  the  child's  own  variety  o.f  English  is  per`ceived  as  inadequate
and/oi.  ]..]i.fer.ior   (Guskin,1971).     This  per`sistent  attac`k  on  the  child's
language  eventually  bec`orries  an  attack  on  the  child,   f`or`  within  a  child's
specific  language  are  car'r`jed  the  pr`ior'ities  of  the  cltild's  particular
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society,   its  values,   and  its  attitudes   (Adler`,1979).     The  tea.cher`'s
disappr`oving  and  intoler.ant  attitude  toward  the  child's  language  inev-
itably  affects  the  general  and  overall  attitude  towar`d  the  child.
Childr`en  who  speak  a  social  dialect,   using  "poor"   language,   ar`e  often
expected  by  their  teacher`s  to  fail.     The  expectations  of  such  childr'en
are  easily  communicated  by  teachers  to  the  children,   who  may  r`eadily
fulfill  the  teacher`'s  prophecy   (Burling,1971).     As  has  been  shorn  by
Rosenthal  and  Jacobson  (1968) ,  teachers'   attitudes  and  expectations  can
significantly  affect  the  per`formance  of  their  students.
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REVIEW   0F   RELATED   LITERATURE
Language  is  pr.imar`ily  viewed  in  ter`ms  of  two  basic   functions--the
cognitive  function  and  the  social   function   (Wolfr`an  &  Fasold,   1974) .
Language  is  a  cognitive  behavior  as  a  child  uses   langu?~ge  to  express
cognitions,   or  haowledge,   of  the  environment   (Muna,1978).     Anastasiow
and  Hanes   (1976)   point  out  that  cognitive  development  pr`ecedes  language.
As  the  over`all  function  of  language  is  communication--the  interaction
between  speaker  and  listener`--language  must  also  be  considered  in  its
social  function.
In  the  United  States  there  exists  a  gr.eat  degr`ee  of  dialect  var.ia-
tion  that  separates  the  social  classes,  for  social  differ.ences  are  r`e-
flected  in  language   (Burling,1971).     Just  as  therte  ar`e  certain  nor`ms
for.  standar`d  or  "pr'oper"  behavior'  in  a  cultur.e,   so  there  exists  lan-
guage  standardization.     As  Wolfr`am  and  Fasold   (1974)   point  out,   "The
notion  of  correctness  as  traditionally  used  in  linguistics  r`elates  to
societal  norms  of  appr'opr`iate   speech  behavior"   (p.17).     Accor`ding  to
Njst   (1974) ,   Americans  ar.e  drawn  toward  cor.rectness   in  Amer`ican  English
and  this  pr`inciple  is  st,ated  in  the  following  manner`  (p.   73):
The  Principle  of  Cor`r.ectness   in  American  English
Correctness  =  linguistic  usage  +  social  acceptability
Other  s`uppor.t   fc)r`  this  tendency  towar`d  cor.r`ectness   is   given  by  Lloyd
(1952)   in  declaring  ther.e  is  a  "national  mania  for.  correctness"   (p.   283).
Th`e   Social  Var'iable
In  relation  to   languag,e,   the  soc`ial  \'ar.iable  refer`s  to   the  var`ious
(Q
behavior`al  factor`s  that  contr.ibute  to  the  categor.ization  of  people
into  differ`er.t=  and  distinct  gr.oups  that  may  be  car.r`elated  with   language
diver'sity   (Wolfram  &  Chr`istian,1976;   Adler`,1979).     Entwis'ie   (1970)
indicates  that  social  stratification  and  social  mobility  are  inher'ent
in  the  variations  of  Standard  American  English  and  that  it  is  the
socialization  in  language  which  sets  forth  the  model  for`  all  other
forms  of  socialization..    Following  this  cour'se,  Entvisle  claims  that
educational  opportunities  and  the  r'esulting  social  mobility  depend
largely  upon  the  linguistic  habits  developed  by  an  individual  during
the  first  eight  year`s  of  life.     In  a  study  by  d'Anglejan  and  Tucker
(1973),   it  was  agr`eed  that  thel`e  does  exist  a  true  relationship  between
language  and  educational,  occupational,  and  social  mobility.
It  would  be  a  monumental  task  to  isolate  all  of  the  social  var`i-
ables  that  inter`act  to  account  for  the  linguistic  diver`sities  that  pi.o-
vide  the  basis  for  social  dialects.     For`  the  purpose  of  this  study,
two  of  the  main  variables  will  be  briefly  consider.ed.     It  must  be
str`essed  that  although  the  various  social  factors  are  discussed  separ`-
ately,   it  is  their`  inter`action  that  affects  language   (Wolfr.am  &  Fasold,
1974)  .
Region
It  should  be  emphasized  that  only  within  the  context  of  r`egional
var.iation  do  social  dialects  exist.     Three  main  factors  forum  the  found-
ation  for  the  existence  of  I.egionally-cor'related  diver`sities  in  Stan-
dar`d  American  F,nglish.     First,  there  is  the  factor.  of  physical  geography
(Wolfram   &  F``i`*jold,1974).      Physical   obstacles   and  bar.r`ier`s,   pr`imarily
r\iL`ur\i.,a.:.r+\i     a}i^c;     ?'i'F`|:'`i`-,1~'!t.3_\`{=     E'i[C``  ;  dt=.fj     i-i    nat,iL,:  al     +,FL`i!ition     f'``=-1  :Ln:i..-I`.ij  ::,t,  ;  a
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diver`sification  to  develop.     In  the  past,  natur`al  bar`rier`s  have  gr`eat-
ly  inhibited  physical  mobility  which,   in  turn,   inhibited  the  spread  of.
language.     Fr.om.  ar.eas  isolated  by  such  obstacles  as  mountains  and  is-
lands,   so-called  "r.elic  az`eas"  have  r`esulted  in  which  the  older`  forms
of  a  particular  language  have  been  preser.ved.     Older  English  forms,   for'
example,   ar`e  still   found  in  the  Appalachian  and  ozark  mountain  r`anges
(Wolfr.an  &  Christian,1,976).     In  r.elation  to  this   factor,language  var`-
iation  is  viewed  as  being  distr.ibuted  acr`oss  a  nap   (Williams,   Hopper`,
and  Natalico,1977).
Histol`ical  patterns  of  settlement  have  also  affected  the  develop-
ment  of  language  var.iation.     It  is  known  that  dialect  ar`eas  often  in-
dicate  the  migration  patterns  of  the  ear`1y  settler.s  fr`om  Europe.     Eng-
1ish  influences  ar.e  found  to  be  nor.e  concentr.ated  in  certain  ar'eas
than  are  German  influences.     Thirdly,  the boundaries  of  various  dialect
areas  are  found  to  r`eflect  upon  the  gener`al  pattern  of  population  move-
ment  westward   (Jetel`,1977).     The  predominant  dr`ift  of  the  Amer`ican
white  population  has  been  fr`om  east  to  west.     For`  this  reason,  the
boundar.ies  of  the  major`  white  dialects  pl`imar.ily  run  horizontally,
rather`  than  vertically   (Wolfr`am  &  Fasold,1974).
Social  Status
Within  a  given  geogr'aphical  area,   dialect  may  slightl.y  var`y  with  a
par`ticular`  locality  and  even  between  families   (Berr.e.v,1940).     People
within  a  r'egion  who  are  in  constant  intel`nal  communication  ar`e  gr`ouped
together`  to  form  differ`ent  speech  communities,   each  exhibiting  a  dia-
l.€J.`t.`,`1    variatiJ.ir;    i-)t-'   I.  ts    ci\I,tr.     (Shij..i.j',1?1ft7).        ::;oc-.al    statiis    -i  --€`re€i,t.-,ji\J
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influenced  by  the  type  of  dialect  with  which  an  individual  speaks
(Nist,1974).     The  most  pr`evalent  method  used  by  r`esear`chers   for`  group-
ing  people  is  social  status  and  Adler   (1979)  has  cited  the  thr.ee  most
common  factors  used  in  judging  the  social  status  var.iable  as   (1)   occu-
pation,   (2)   education,   and   (3)   income.
Social  class  and  economic  level  have  been  found  to  cor`r`elate  posi-
tively   (Anastasiow  &  Hanes,1976;   Fr.ost   &  Hawkes,1966).      Cer`tain  occu-
pations  ar.e  considered  nor.e  pr`estigious  than  are  other.s.     Ther`efore,   an
individual  having  a  mor`e  prestigious  occupation,   such  as  sur`geon,  will
be  I.ated  higher  in  social  status  than  will  someone  in  a  less  presti-
gious  occupation,   such  as  a  mechanic.     Occupational  status  r.elates
dir.ectly  to  the  factor`  of  educational  level,  although  the  major`ity  of
social-class  scales  consider.  only  the  father''s  educational  level  and
years  of  formal  schooling  as  the  pl`imary  indicator`  (Anastasiow  &  Hanes,
1976;   Jamison,1978).     Differ'ent  educational   levels  ar`e  also  gr.ouped
accor'ding  to pr`estige.     An  individual  holding  a  degree  at  the  doctorate
level  will  be  considered  nor.e  prestigious  and  higher`  in  social  status
than  an  individual  with  a  bachelor's  degree.     Also  related  to  occupa-
tion  and  education  is  income.     Ear`nings  ar`e  gener`ally  based  on  occupa-
tional  level  and  amount  of  education.     However`,   income  has  been  found
to  be  an  inaccur`ate  indicator.  for.  social-class  concerning  minor`ities,
who  often  ar`e  unable  to  acquire  employment  r`elative  to  their.  education-
al  level   (Adler,1979).     The  inter`action  between  occupation,   education,
and  income  forms  a  cycle  that  may  b.est  be  summarized  by  Ortego   (cited
in  Shuy.&  Fasold,1973)  who  indicates  that  dialect  is  capable  of  reduc-
ing  one's  chances  for  educational  and  occupational  success  when  the
dialect  evokes  a  prejudicial  attitude  in  the  listener`.
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Differ`ence  ver`sus  Deficit
It  is  only  when  two  for`ms  of  a  language  al.e  compar`ed  that  either.
of  the  for`ms  can  be  considered  differ`ent.     In  the  compar`ison  of  dia-
lects  to  Standard  American  English,   and  even  to  one  another`,   two  basic
positions  have  emerged  concer`ning  dialect--the  contr`oversy  of  the  dif-
fer`ence  theory  ver`sus  the  deficit  theory.     It  has  been  shown  that  var.ie-
ties  in  speech  related  to  social  differ`ences  ar`e  6ften  viewed  as  err`on-
eous,  with  error`s  being  attr`ibuted  to  ignorance  or  per`ver`sity   (Wolfr.am
&  Fasold,1974).     In  this  tr`aditional  view,   the  dialect  used  by  a  child
is  believed  to  be  an  imperfect  and  car`eless  appr.oximation  of  Standard
English   (Labov,1970).     Ber`nstein   (1970)   suggests   that  nonstandar`d  dia-
lects  are  often  believed  infer`ior  to  the  standard  and  are  thus  stigma-
tized.     In  the  work  of  ear.1y  researcher`s  in  black  dialect,   it  was  be-
1ieved  that  black  speech  represented  a  disorganized  and  poorly  articulat-
ed  ver.sion  of  the  prestigious  white  standar`d  speech;   thus,   a  gener`al
conclusion  was  made  that  speaker`s  of  nonstandar`d  dialects  were  deficient
in  grarmer.   (Hopper.  &  Nar`emore,1973).     The  deficit  theorists,   primar.ily
psychologists  and  educators,   tend  to  view  the  language  of  lower  class
children  as  defective  and  deficient   (Baratz  &  Shuy,1969).
At  the  other`  end  of  the   spectr`um  ar`e  advocates  of  the  differ`ence
theory,   consisting  mainly  of  linguists.     This  gr`oup  views  the  language
of  lower.  class  childr.en  as  differ`ent  but  highly  structured   (Bar`atz  &
Shuy,1969).      Accor`ding  to  Muma   (1978),   sociolinguists   have   succeeded
in  showing  that  dialects  exhibit  a  highly  developed  structul`e  and  merely
r`eflect  rules  and  habits  that  are  gr`ammatically,   phonologically,   and
lexically  different  from  those  of  standard  speech.     The  frequency  of
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occur`r`ence  of  those  str.uctur`es,   r`ules,   and  habits  is  often  the  major
differ`ence  between  standard  speech  and  a  dialect   (Laffey  &  Shuy,1973).
Houston   (1970)   indicates  that  r`egular  r`ules  gover`n  the  pr.oduction  of
all  for`ms  of  language,   and  that  this  holds  tr`ue  for  all  levels  of  lan-
guage.     Fur`themor`e,  many  studies  show  that  regardless  of  culture,   all
childr`en  acquir`e  language  at  approximately  the  same  time.     It  appear`s
to  be  the  var`iation  in  character`istics  of  surface  structur.e,  or  s}'ntax,
that  br`ings  about  the  greatest  differ.ences   (IIopper`  &  Nar.emore,1973).
The  under`1ying  structures  necessar`y  for  the  expr`ession  of  abstract
thought  and  r'easoning  are  pr`esent  in  dialects,   as  shown  by  studies  of
the  language  of  black  inner-city  childr.en   (Labov,   1970;   Baratz  &  Shuy,
1969) .
Appal.a.chi.an.  En.glish
Interest  in  the  origin  of  Appalachian  English  is,  by  no  means,  a
new  field.     Bradley   (1915)   descr`ibed  the  speech  of  the  mountain  people
as  having  Shakespeal`ean  flavor..     Accor.ding  to  Nist   (1974),   Appalachian
English  appear`s  to  be  a  dir`ect  descendant  of  an  archaic  British  dialect.
Thel`e  is  a  survival  of  speech  char`acteristics   that  mark  the  liter`ary
language  of  former.  periods,  with  the  presence  of  "Elizabethan"  charac-
ter`istics  being  the  most  noticeable   (Berr`ey,1940).     The  gener`al  his-
torical  period  that  Appalachian  Mountain  dialect  r`epr`esents  can  be
traced  back  to  the  days  of  the  fir`st  Queen  Elizabeth.     The  var`iety  that
is  heal`d  today  is  a  Scotch~Ir'ish  flavored  Elizabethan  English   (Dial,
1978).     Dial  noted   that  the   language  used  by  natives  of  Appalachia  was
once  the   standard  of  the  highest  r`anking  nobles   in  England  and  Scotland.
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This  has  a  valid  basis  as  the  or.iginal  settler`s  of  the  Appalachian
Mountains  wer`e  mainly  Br`itish,   Scottish,   Ir`ish,   and  Ger`man.      The  Ger`man
influence  is  not  a  highly  noticeable  one,  however.   (Wolfr`am  &  Christian,
1976) .
The  Appalachian  Mountain  range  has  posed  a  physical  barr`ier  fort
its  people,   forming  for.  them  strong  r`egional  ties.     Perhaps  it  is  be-
cause  of  these  ties  that  the  linguistic  featur`es  and  pr`oblems  r.elating
to  Appalachian  English  dialect  have  remained  virtually  ignor`ed   (Adler`,
1979).     Wolfr`am  and  Christian   (1976)   also  add  that  although  the  Appala-
chian  ar`ea  is  one  of  the  most  linguistically  diver.gent,   "it  has  been
accor`ded  minimal  descr`iptive  attention  in  contempor`ary  studies"   (p.1).
The  dialect  of  the  mountain  people  becomes  a  socially  stigmatized
dialect  only  when  it  is  tr`ansplanted  outside  of  its  native  setting.
Even  then  it  is  not  to  be  consider.ed  the  deficient  constructions  of
ignor`ant  folks,  but  instead  a  var`iety  of  American  English  that  is  or.-
dered  and  systematic   (Adler.,1979).     Dial   (1978)   observed  that  descr.ip-
tions  of  the  Appalachian  peoples'   dialect  oscillate  fr`om  being  "pur`e
Chaucer`ian"  at  one  extreme  to  "debased"  and  "ignorant"  on  the  other
(p.   49).     Wolfr`am  and  Chr.istian   (1976)   fur`ther  disclose  that  just  as
there  ar`e  r`ules  that  gover`n  Standar`d  English  pr`oduction,   so  are  there
intr`icate  and  detailed  rules  that  dictate  the  for`m  of  Appalachian  Eng-
1ish.     Two   examples   of  Appalachian  English  gr`ammar`  are  the  use  of
a-ver`bing  (a-fishin')   and  expletive  they   (They's  fish  in  the  creek)-.
Other  characteristics  and  descr`iptions  of  Appalachian  English  are  Pr`o-
vided  by  Adler`   (1979),1\'olfr`am  and  Chr`istian   (1976),   Wiig  and   Semel
(1980),   and   Jeter   (1977).
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Dialect,   Attitude,.  and  Edu.cational  Impl.i.cations
Subjective  Reactions  to  Dialect
Language  featur`es  have  been  shown  to  cor`r`elate  with  the  social
str.atification  of  speaker`s.    With  this  in  mind  it  is  also  shown  that
these  language  featur`es  ser`ve  as  cues  to  the  listener  in  for`mulating
estimates  of  a  per`son's   social  status   (Williams,1973).     FI`om  studies
in  which  subjects  have  provided  a  var`iety  of  evaluations  based  on
spoken  language  samples,   Lambert  and  his  associates   (1960)   concede
that  "spoken  language  is  an  identifying  featur`e  of  member`s  of  a  nation-
al  or.  cultur`al   gr`oup"   (p.   44).     In  this   r'esear.ch  the  argument  is  made
that  an  individual's  initial  and  pr`imary  subjective  r.eactions  to  lan-
guage  characteristics  are  associated  with  whatever`  ster.eotypes  are
held  by  the  listener  concerning  the  group  in  question.     Fr.aser`   (1973)
and  Shuy   (1967)   agreed  that  th'e  type  and  manner.  of  language  and  speech
a  person  uses  is  frequently  coupled  with  stereotypic  concepts  such  as
level  of  education,   social  status,   and  degr.ee  of  fr`iendliness.     A
study  by  Williams,   Whitehead,   and  Tr`aupmann   (1971)   suppor`ted  the  pro-
cess  of  social  stel`eotyping  in  which  certain  language  or.  speech  char'ac-
ter.istics  ar`e  associated  by  listeners  with  social  status,  per`sonality
traits,   educational  backgr`ound,   and  even  appearance  of  the  speaker.
In  the  pr`ocess  of  social  ster`eotyping,   1istener`s  appear`  to  focus
attention  first  on  grammar,   followed  by  phonology  and  semantics.     Nist
(1974)   supports  the  attitude  that  a  distr`active  grammar  is  a  greater`
stigmatizer`  of  people  with  social  dialect  than  is  a  distractive  phonol=
ogy.     The  r`eason  given  is  that  a  distr`active   gr`ammar`  is   a  stronger`  in-
dicator  of  an  individual's  lack  of  linguistic  sophistication  ``'hich  has
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been  induced  by  isolation  and  alienation.     By  r`eason  of  their`  deviant
grammar`  and  phonology,   people  who  speak  a  social  dialect  are  stig-
matized  as  members  of  the  lower`  class.     Fr`om  this  stems  the  attitude
that  such  people  ar.e  also  socially  disadvantaged  and  not  as  well  edu-.
cated  as  the  middle-class  member`s  of  society   (Labov,1969).
In  summarizing  the  interaction  of  language,  attitude,  and  social
corr'elates,   Williams   (1970)   r`elated  how  I`eactions  to  speech  might  be
linked  to  attitudes  and  other'  behavior`s  as  follows:
(1)     Speech  types  ser`ve  as  social   identifier`s.      (2)     These
ster`eotypes  ar`e  held  by  our`selves  and  other`s   (including  ones  of
ourselves).     (3)     We  tend  to  behave  in  accord  with  these  ster`eo-
types,  and  thus  (4)  translate  our`  attitudes  into  a  social  reality
(p.    383).
It  is  indeed  an  undeniable  phenomenon  that  attitudes  inherently  af`fect
communication  and  consequent  social  interaction,   thel.eby  creating  a
tendency  toward  action  of  a  positive  or.  negative  natur`e   (Allport,1935).
It  is  no  wonder.  that  as  dialects  are  judged  as  substandar`d  by
society's  major`ity,   including  educator`s,   then  the  per.for`mance  of  stu-
dents  who  speak  these  dialects  is  also  judged  as  substandar`d   (Nist,
1974).     By  the  time  a  child  has  reached  the  fifth  or`  seventh  year  of
life,   the  basic  patt;erns  of  the  language  system  have  been  established
(Hopper`   &  Nar`emor`e,1973).      As   previously  mentioned   in   sevel.al   studies,
-the  basic  patterns  of  a  nonstandard  English  speaking  child  resemble
those  of  standard  English.     However`,   the   inter`nalization  of  the  basic
linguistic  system  of  a  dialect,  by  the  child  who  speaks  the  dialect,
is  often  different  enough  fr`om  standard  English  to  facilitate  serious
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pr`oblems   in  the  classr`oom   (Bailey,1968).     The  disparity  between  the
standar`d  per`formance  of  Standar`d  English-speaking  children  and  the  non-
standard  language  performance  of  dialect-speaking  childr`en  has  been
named  as  the  "single  gr`eatest  pr`oblem  facing  the  educational  system"
in  the  United  States   (Nist,1974;   p.   3).
Teacher  Attitudes
The  most  valuable  contr.ibution  of  the  study  of  social  dialects
lies  in  the  ar`ea  of  attitudes   (Wolfram  &  Christian,1976).     A  study  by
Cazden,   Baratz,   Labov,   and  Palmer`   (1973)   resulted  in  the  finding  that
teachers  actually  do  r.ate  childr`en  mor`e  negatively  when  the  speech  they
pr`oduce  contains  nonstandar`d  forms  of  pronunciation  and  syntax.     In
another.  study  it  was  concluded  that  teacher`s  demonstr.ate  a  tendency  to
ster`eotype  childr`en  solely  on  the  basis  of  their  speech  char`acter`istics
(Guskin,1971).     In  this  study,   Guskin  examined  the  attitudes  of  white
and  black  teacher`s  towar`d  childr`en  whose  language  reflected  var`ious
r`acial  and  social  backgr.ounds.     Fur`ther.  comment  is  provided  by  Bar.atz
(1968)   who  claims  that  "to  devalue  his   language  or  to  pr.esume  Standar`d
English  is  a   'better`  system'   is  to  devalue  the  child  and  his  cultur.e"
(p.145).
The  American   school   is  pr`edominantly  a  ver`bal-or`iented  institution,
which  places  pr`imary  emphasis  on  speaking,   1ear`ning  to  read,   and  wr.it-
ing   (Wolfr.am  &  Christian,1976).     A  teacher`'s   reaction  to  a  child's
language  directly  affects  the  child's  attitude  towar`d  lear`ning_and  con-
seqeuntly  the  child's   success  or`  failur`e  in  school   (Marwitt,   S.,   Marwitt,
K.,   &  Boswell,1972).     The  majority  of  teachers  who   f.ind  themselves   faced
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with  a  child  who  speaks  a  social  dialect  view  it  as  their`  duty  to
"upgrade"  the  child's  dialect.     This  becomes  a  problem  for`  the  child,
who  finds  the  pr.imary  means  of  self-expr`ession  r`ejected  by  the  one  in
authority  (Houston,1970).     This  r`ejection  of  the  child's  "poor"  lan-
guage  leads  the  teacher`  to  expect  less,   sometimes  even  failure,   fr`om
the  child.     A  child  whose  language  labels  him  as  socially  disadvantaged,
is  often  expected  by  the  teacher.  to  be  unable  to  leal`n   (Becker`,   1952;
Asbell,1963;   Katz,1964).     Thr.ough  the  teacher`'s  interactions  with
the  child,  the  expectations  that  ar`e  held  ar.e  easily  cormunicated  to
the  child   (Bur`1ing,1971).
The  behavior.  that  teacher`s  exhibit  ar`e  r`eflections  of  their.  atti-
tudes  that  influence,   either.  positively  or`  negatively,  what  childr`en
learn  about  language   (Pietr`as  &  Lamb,1978).     A  child's  desire  to  lear`n
may  be  stifled  if  his  language  is  consistently  and  over.tly  attacked  by
teachers,   r`esulting  in  the  development  of  highly  charged  negative  atti-
tudes  towarid  lear.ning   (Houston,1970;   Rosenthal   &  Jacobson,1968).
Wakefield  and  Silvaroli   (1969)   indicate  that  a  child  who  feels  over-
whelmed  by  the  language   system  for`ced  on  him  at  school  may  tend  to  with-
dr.aw  from  language  in  any  for`m.     The  r`ole  of  teacher`  attitudes  toward
social  dialect  can  not  be  under`estimated,   for`  in  the  famous  oak  School
exper.iment  by  Rosenthal  and  Jacobson   (1968),   it  was   shown  that  teacher
attitudes  towar`d  students  can  have  a  pr`ofound  effect  on  the  students'
per`for.mance.
Reading
Thr`ough  extensive   r`esear`ch,   it  has  been  well   documented  that  a
child's  level  of  language  development  is  related  to  the  ability  to
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lear.n  how  to   r`ead.     Accor`ding  to  Anastasiow  and  Hanes   (1976),   a  child's
language  and  cognitive  competence  is  measur`ed  by  his  reading  ability.
A  child's  language  differ`ence  should  be  taken  into  account  by  the  r`ead-
ing  mater`ials  in  the  initial  teaching  stages.     Fort  the  child  who  is  un-
able  to  derive  meaning  fr`om  the  passages,   reading  tends  to  become  a
meaningless,   mechanical,   and  fr.ustrating  task   (Feitelson,1968).     The
child  begins  experiencing  difficulty  upon  sensing  that  language  is  in
conflict  with  that  modeled  by  the  teacher  and  pr`esented  in  r`eading
books.     As  school  progresses,  the  child's  difficulty  with  language  is
likely  to  increase  unless  the  expected  language  of  the  classr`oom  is
lear`ned   (Adler.,1979;   Frost   &  Hawkes,1966).
Reading  provides  further  por`tr`ayal  for`  a  child's  teacher`  and  class-
mates  of  the  differ.ence  that  exists  between  dialect  and  that  of  stan-
dar`d  English  used  by  the  major.ity.     The  child  may  sense  a  two-fold
str'uggle.     Fir'st,  there  is  coping  with  the  linguistic  inter.ference  or.
conflict.     Secondly,  ther`e  is  the  deprecatory  attitude  of  the  teacher
and  classmates  towar`d  the  dialect   (Bur`1ing,1971).     Because  his   lan-
guage  is  differ`ent,  many  educator`s  tend  to  misconstr`ue  the  child's
language  development  and  cognitive  abilities,   r`esulting  in  an  under-
estimation  of  the  potential   for`  1ear`ning  to  read   (Adler.,1979).
Attitud.e  and  M'easurement
Bchavior`s   such  as  attitude  which  ar.e  not  r`eadily  obser`vable  ar`e
difficult  to  measur`e.     Attitude  is  not  open  to  dir`ect  observation  due
to  the  fact  that  attitudes  ar`e  r`eflected  through  behaviors  and  are  not
behavior`s   themselves   (Allport,1935).      In  ordcr`  to  measur`e.  attitude,
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behavioral  aspects  must  be  identified  that  for`m  an  acceptable  basis
for.  making  infer`ences   about  the  under`1ying  concept   (Surmer`s,1970).
From  an  individual's  expr`essed  r`eaction  to,   or  opinion  of,   cer`tain
statements  or  concepts,   an  over.all  attitude  may  be  estimated  or.  infer.-
r`ed   (Best,1977).
Ther`e  ar.e  several  limitations  to  the  process  of  infer`ring  atti-
tudes.     An  individual  who  may  harbor  extr`eme  feelings  towar`d  a  concept
may  conceal  the  r`eal  attitude  held  and  expr`ess  the  attitude  felt  to  be
socially  acceptable.     At  times,   a  per`son  may  be  unable  to  expr`ess  an
attitude  until  confrontation  with  the  issue  in  question  has  occur.red
(Best,1977).     The  particular`  mood  of  an  individual  may  also  influence
attitude  toward  a  given  concept   (A11por`t,1935).     Sax   (1974)   indicates
that  attitudes  vary  in  "(1)  direction,   (2)   intensity,   (3)  per.vasiveness,
(4)   consistency,   and   (5)   salience"   (p.   420).
Attitudes  are  measur`ed  pr.imar`ily  thr`ough  the  use  of  scales.     Gen-
erally,   a  scale  is  a  device  for`  measurement  which  allows  the  assignment
of  number`s  to   individuals  or  behaviors   (Isaac  &  Michael,1971).     Sever`al
types  of  scales  are  used  in  the  assessment  of  attitudes,  with  the  most
cormon  and  widely  used  being  Likert  or  Summed  Rating  scales,   Thur`stone
or`  Equal-appearing  Interval  scales,   Gutman-type  or`  cumulative  scales,
and   the   semantic  differ`ential   (Sax,1974;   Isaac   &  Michael,1971;   Best,
1977).     Among  the  major`  uses  of  attitude   scales  ar`e  selection  and  place-
ment  of  employees,   planning  r`emediation  pr`ograms   for`  cer`tain  students,
and   improving  pr`ogr`ams,   cour`ses,   and  cur`r`iculum   implementation   (Sax,
1974).     There  is  considerable  debate  as  to  the  r.eliability  and  validity
of  attitude  measurement   (Bohrnstedt,1970;   Osgood,   Suci,   &  Tannebaum,
1961 )  .
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The   Semantic  Dif.f.er`ehtial
The  semantic  differential  is  a  widely  used  techniq.ue  for.  the
assessment  of  attitudes   (Williams,   Whitehead,   &  Traupmann,   1971)   which
has  pr`oven  useful  to  r`esearcher.s  in  assessing  highly  subjective  data
(Mccallon  &  Br`own,1971).     The   scales  of  the   semantic  differ.ential   ar.e
likely  bases  for.  making  infer`ences  about  mediational  processes.     These
processes  account  for  what  goes  on  cover'tly  in  the  individual  between
perception  of  the  stimulus  and  making  a  I.equired  decision  about  scale
marking   (Osgood,   Suci,   &  Tannebaum,1961).     Research  has   supported  the
hypothesis  of  the  polarization  of  attitude   (Sadler.  &  Tesser,1973).
Often  the  semantic  differ`ential  is  refer`red  to  as  if  it  wer`e  a
type  of  test,  having  definite  sets  of  items  and  a  specific  scor`e.
Quite  to  the  contr`ary,  the  semantic  differ.ential  is  ''a  very  general
way  of  getting  at  a  cel`tain  type  of  information  .   .   .  which  must  be
adapted  to  the  r`equir`ement  of  each  I.esear`ch  problem  to  which  it  is  ap-
plied"   (Osgood,   Suci,   &  Tannebaum,1961,   p.   76).     The   flexibility.of
this  technique  is  also  discussed  and  supported  by  Askov   (1971).     A
semantic  differential  scale  was  used  by  Lamber`t  and  his  associates
(1960)   in  measuring  the  impact  of  attitudes  towar`d  language  and  speech
characteristics   in  Canada.     Shuy,   Baratz,   and  Wolfr.am   (cited  in  Wolfr`am
&  Fasold,   1974)   used  a  semantic  differ.ential  in  their  study  of  speech
identification  in  Det;r`oit  and  Washington,   D.   C.
Three  elements  ar`e  contained  in  a  semantic  differ`ential  scale.
First  ther`e  ar`e  the  concepts  or`  stimuli   to  be  evaluated.     Secondly,
the  bipolar  adjective  pair.s  which  make  up  the  scale  items  are  consider-
ed.     Thirdly,   ther`e  ar`e  the  ser`ies  of  undefined  scale  positions  with
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seven  steps   (Isaac   &  Michael,1971).     For.  the  pur.pose  of  consistency
in  scoring,   ''1"  is  unifor`mly  assigned  to  the  unfavorable  poles  and  ''7"
to  the  favorable  poles.     Thus,  one  item  on  a  semantic  differ`ential
scale  r.esembles  the  following:
beautiful IT IT " IT Th Th
Presentation  of  the  scales  should  be  randomized  either`  in  order  or.
dir.ection   (Osgood,   Suci,   &  Tannebaum  1961).     After.  scoring  of  the
scales  for`  each  concept  has  been  completed,   a  sum  for.  each  concept
rating  is  obtained  for  the  overall  attitude  scor.e.
Osgood  and  his  colleagues   (1961)   have   found  three  factor`s  to  con-
sistently  play  a  r`ole  in  meaningful  judgments  in  a  semantic  differen-
tial.     These  ar`e  the  Evaluative,  Potency,  and  Activity  factor's.     The
Evaluative  factor`  accounts  fort  approximately  thr`ee-four.ths  of  all  judg-
ments  made.     Fr.om  a  semantic  differ`ential,  the  dir'ection  of  an  attitude
can  be  der`ived  by  the  selection  of  a  polar.  adjective;   if  the  score  is
closer  to  the  favorable  poles,  then  the  attitude  is  taken  to  be  favor.-
able,   and  vice  ver`sa.     Neutr`ality  is  indicated  by  a  scor`e  of  "4".     In-
tensity  of  attitude  is  indicated  by  how  far  the  score  is  fr`om  the  neu-
tr`al  position  in  either  dir`ection.     Ther.e  ar`e  three  levels  of  intensity
for`  each  scale,   slightly   (scor`es   ''3"  and  ''5"),   quite   (scor`es   ''2"   and
"6"),   and   extremely   (scor`es   ''1"   and   "7").
Osgood,   Suci,   and  Tannebauln   (1961)   have  conducted   studies  to  evalu-
ate  the  r`eliability  and  validity  of  the  semantic  differential  technique
as  a  measure  of  attitude.     Reliability  was  assessed  in  one  study  through
test-retest  with  coefficients  ranging  fr`om   .87  to   .93,   indicating  good
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r`eliability.     Concer.ming  validity,   the  conclusion  was  made  that  the
evaluative  dimension  displays  r`easonable  validity  as  an  attitude  mea-
surement.     Based  on  this  evidence,  the  semantic  differ`ential  seems  to




Par`t`icipahts  in  the  Study
Nineteen  elementary  school  childr`en,   in  kinder`gar`ten  thr`ough  third
gr.ade,   ser.ved  as  speaker.s  for.  the  stimulus  tape.     All  childr.en  inter`-
viewed  wer.e  from  two  public  schools,  Mabel  and  Cove  Creek  Elementary,
in  fur.al  Watauga  County,  North  Carolina.     Participation  in  the  inter.-
view  was  based  on  full-time  r.egular  classr`oom  enrollment;   no  child  re-
ceiving  any  type  of  special  services  was  interviewed.     Appendix  A  con-
tains  descr`iptive  infor`mation  relevant  to  the  speaker`s.
Respondents  who  scol`ed  the  attitude  scales  were  thir.ty-five  pr`e-
service  elementary  teacher`s  enrolled  in  under.graduate  elementar`y  educa-
tion  cour`sework.     All  r'espondents  attended  Appalachian  State  University
and,  upon  r.equest,   agr`eed  to  par`ticipate  in  the  study.
Methodology
All  teacher`s  of  kindergarten  through  third  gr`ade  wer`e  r`equested,
by  letter`,   to  make  r`efer`r.als   fr`om  the  children  in  their`  classes  whom
they  considered  to  speak  a  mountain  dialect   (see  Appendix  8  for  the
letter  to  teachers).     After.lists  of  children  had  been  received,  the
teacher`s  wer`e  then  asked  by  the  resear`cher`  to  refer`  any  children  in
their.  classr`oom  who   speak  Standar'd  Amer`ican  English.     Parental  permis-
sion  was  obtained  for.  interviewing   (the  permission  for`m  is  found  in
Appendix  C) .
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Sampling  P'r`oc.edur.e
All  childr`en  refer`r.ed  for  the  study  were  inter`viewed  and  a  high-
fidelity  audio-tape  r.ecording  was  made  in  a  small  classroom.     The
speech  samples  were  recorded  by  a  reel-to-reel  r`ecor`der`  onto  a  pr`ofes-
sional  quality  seven-inch  reel  audio  tape.     Each  inter`view  session  was
appr`oximately  fifteen  minutes  in  dur`ation  and  consisted  of  a  per`iod  for
establishing  rappor.t,  followed  by  pr`esentation  of  topics  to  the  child
(Williams,   Whitehead,   &  Traupmann,1971).     The  topics  presented  to  each
child  were:      (1)   Tell  me  about  your  favor`ite  television  pr`ogr`am,   (2)
Tell  me  about  the  games  that  you  play  with  your  fr`iends,   (5)   Tell  me
about  the  funniest  thing  that  has  ever.  happened  to  you,   (4)   Tell  me
your`  favorite   stor`y,   and   (5)   Tell  me  about  your`  pets.     A  r`elaxed  and
infor`mal   atmospher`e  was   encour`aged.
Stimulus  Material
Thir'ty-seven  r`andomly  selected  segments,   each  approximately  thir`-
teen  seconds  in  length,  wer`e  dubbed  from  the  original  taped  samples
onto  a  master  stimulus  tape.     The  four.  childr`en  refer`red  as  non-mountain
dialect  speakers  pr`ovided  two  segments  each,   for`  a  total  of  eight  seg-
ments  of  non-mountain  dialect.     Four`teen  of  the  childr`en  r`eferred  as
mountain  dialect  speaker`s  provided  two  segments  each,  with  the  fifteenth
child  pl`oviding  only  one  segment.     A  total  of  twenty-nine  segments  of
mountain  dialect  was  obtained.     No  two   speech  segments   from  the   same
child  appear`ed  on  the  -stimulus  tape  consecutively.     For`  the  r.espondents'
convenience,   each  of  the  thir`ty-seven  speech  segments  was  r`eferred  to
as  a   sample  and  was  pr`eceded  on  tape  by  an   identifying  sample  number`,
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r`anging  in  order.  fr'om  one  to  thir`ty-seven.     Each  sample  was   followed
by  an  interval  of  thir`ty  seconds  dur`ing  which  respondents  completed
the  scale  items.
Test  Instr`ument
A  semantic  differ`ential  scale   (see  Appendix  D)   was  constr`ucted
according  to  procedures  set  forth  by  osgood,   Suci,   and  Tannebaum   (1961)
and  by  Isaac  and  Michael   (1971).     Fifteen  sets  of  bipolar  adjective
pair`s  compr`ised  the  scale  items.     Pr.esentation  order  of  the  adjective
pair`s  was  randomized  and  the  polar  positions  of  the  worlds  were  counter-
balanced.     Five  scale  items  appear`ed  for`  repr`esentation  of  each  of  the
thr`ee  factor`s  of  Evaluative,  Potency,   and  Activity.     The  scale  items
for`  each  factor.  appear.  in  Table  3.
The  scales  were  administel`ed  in  thr.ee  sessions.     Each  respondent
was  provided  with  a  thir`ty-seven  page  packet  of  semantic  differ`ential
scales.     One  numbered  sample  accompanied  by  one  fifteen-item  scale
appeared  on  each  page.     The  r`espondents  wer`e  given  verbal  instructions,
a  scor.ing  example,   and  time  to  ask  questions  concel`ning  scor`ing.     In-
structions  r`emained  consistent  for.  all   r.espondents   (see  Appendix  E).
The  thirty-seven  recorded  speech  segments  on  the  stimulus  tape  wer`e
then  played  for  the  respondents,  with  the  entire  task  being  appr`oxi-
mately  thirty  minutes  in  dur`ation.     Time  was  pr`ovided  at  the  end  of
scoring  for`  the  respondents  to  ask  questions  concer`ning  the  study.
Statistical  Treatment
For.  the  pur`pose  of  treating  and  analyzing  the  data,  mean  raw  scale
scores  were  examined,   corr`elations  were  determined,   and  the  two-tailed
Appefaohi#8!§C#£enuG;[',;:8`;i;{`j;1:;.'[jbrarr
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t-Test  for  determining  the  differ.ence  between  two  independent  means
was   employed   (Bruning  &  Kintz,1968).
Raw  scor`e  r`anges  were  examined  for`  an  indication  of  intensity  of
attitude.     Cor`r.elations  for.  inter-judge  reliability  wer`e  r`anked  to
assess  scor`ing  consistency  among  the  thir.ty-five  respondents.     The
Pearson  product-moment  corl`elation  was  used  to  deter`mine  test-retest
r`eliability.     Scale  item  means  wer.e  computed  in  order.  to  compar`e  the
factors  of  Evaluative,  Potency,  and  Activity  for.  the  two  speech  gr.oups,
mountain  and  non-mountain  dialect.     A  two-tailed  t-Test  was  .computed
to  deter.mine  the  significance  of  the  difference  between  the  thr`ee  fac-
tors  for  both  gr`oups  and  to  determine  the  differ.ence  between  the  ex-
pr`essed  attitudes  for`  samples  of  mountain  and  non-mountain  dialect.
Surmar`y
Nineteen  childr`en  in  kindergar`ten  thr`ough  thir.d  gr`ade  wer`e   fir.st
r`efer`I`ed  by  their  teacher`s  on  the  basis  of  dialect,   either`  mountain  or.
non-mountain  (standar.d)   dialect.     The  childr.en  were  then  interviewed
and  tape-recor`ded.     A  stimulus  tape  was  made,   containing  thir`ty-seven
speech  samples--eight  samples  of  non-mountain  dialect  and  twenty-nine
of  mountain  dialect.
The  stimulus  tape  was  played  for`  thirty-five  pr`e-service  teacher`s
who  served  as  respondents.     The  r`espondents   listened  to  the  taped  sam-
ples  and  scor.ed  a  semantic  -differ`ential  scale  for.  each  of  the  thir`ty-
seven   samples.
Raw  score  r.anges  wel`e  used  fol`  an  indication  of  attitude  intensity.
Corr`elations  were  examined  to  deter`mine  the  degree  of  inter-judge  and
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intr`a-judge  r.eliability.    The  two-tailed  t-Test,   for  determining  the
differ.ence  between  two  independent  means,  was  employed  to  examine  the
differ.ences  between  semantic  differ.ential  factor`s  for`  mountain  and  non-
mountain  dialect  samples.     The  two-tailed  t-Test  was  also  used  to  exa-
mine  the  differ.ence  between  expressed  attitudes  toward  mountain  and
non-mountain  speech  samples.
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Chapter  4
RESULTS   AND   ANALYSIS
OF   THE   DATA
Organization  of  Tables  and  Figur.es
Table  1  repr.esents  the  fr`equency  distr.ibution  and  median  of  the
r.aw  scale  scor`e  ranges  for`  all  samples.     The  mountain  and  non-mountain
dialect  subgr.oups  are  combined  in  this  table.     For.  each  scale  item
score,   a  minimum  of  one  point  and  a  maximum  of  seven  points  is  possible,
All  fifteen  scale  items  combined  yield  a  r`aw   Scale  scor`e  with  a  minimum
of  fifteen  points  and  a  maximum  of  105  points  possible.
In  Table  2,   each  sample  is  r`anked  in  descending  order.  by  the  r`eli-
ability  coefficient.     Figure  1  shows  the  corr`elation  coefficients  for.
each  sample,  with  and  without  the  scale  item  "rough-smooth",  which
consistently  yielded  a  negative  cor.r.elation  thr`oughout  the  test.     Appen-
dix  F  and  Figures  2  and  3  Contain  information  on  test-retest  reliability,
based  on  mean  scale  values  fori  the  mountain  and  non-mountain  speech  sam-
ples .
Analysis  of  the  three  semantic  differ'ential  factor`s  is  pr.ovided
in  Figur.e   4  and  Tables   3,   4,   5,   and  6.
Figur`e   5  contains  information  concer`ning  significant  t-Test  dif-
fer`ences  between  mountain  and  nonTmountain  speech  sanples.
Data  Analysis
Accor`ding  to  the  information  in  Table   1,   raw  scale   scor`es   ranged
fr.om  15.0-29.9,   indicating  an  attitude  of  extremely  negative,   to   91.0-
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105,  indicating  an  attitude  of  extremely  positive,   for  all  samples.
Few  extreme  scores  wer`e  obtained,  with  the  majority  of  the  scor`es  fall-
ing  fr`om  30.0-44.9  to  76.0-90.0.     Median  scores,   less  affected  by  the
few  extr.eme  scale  scores,   ar.e  included  for.  each  sample.     The  mean  scor`e
for.  all  samples  was  61.85,   indicating  that  no  extr`eme  attitudes  wer.e
expr`essed  toward  either  mountain  or.  non-mountain  speech.
Ranking  of  inter`-judge  r'eliability,  indicating  the  extent  of  the
internal  consistency  of  the  instr`ument,  is  contained  in  Table  2.     The
mean  reliability  coefficient  of  .69  suggests  that  the  thirty-five  re-
spondents  were  r`elatively  consistent  in  scoring  each  of  the  speech  sam-
ples.     I.t  is  inter`esting  to  note  that,  accor`ding  to  the  reliability
coefficients,   r`eliability  appeared  to  increase  towar`d  the  end  of  in-
str`ument  administr`ation.     This  appar`ent  impr.ovement  in  reliability  is
cor.robor.ated  by  Figure  1.     An  example  of  item-total  cor`r`elation  is  also
contained  in  Figur`e  1.     Examination  of  all  fifteen  bipolar`  adjective-
pair  scale  items  acr`oss  all  samples  r.evealed  two  scale  items  that  I`e-
cul`rently  indicated  a  negative  r`elationship  with  the  total  scale  cor-
relation.     The  two  scale  items  r`evealed  were  "r`ough-smooth"  and  "r`ugged-
delicate";   the  cor`r`elation  was  found  to  increase  with  the  deletion  of
these  two  items  fr`om  the  scales.     An  example  is  provided  for  the  item
"r`ough-smooth"   in  Figur`e   1.
In  Figur.es  2  and  3,   the  intr`a-judge  r'eliability  was  determined  by
computing  the  mean  scale  values   for  each  of  the  two  speech  samples  fr.-om
each  child   (see  Appendix  F).     The  Pearson  pr`oduct-moment  cor`relation  r`
(Br`uning  &  Kintz,   1968)   was  applied  to  these  data  to  determine  the  over-
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Table  2
RANK-DIFFERENCE   CORRELATION
0F   INTERNAL   CONSISTENCY






















































































Table   2   (Continued)
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Figur,e  2
TEST-RETEST   RELIABILITY   FOR   MOUNTAIN   SAMPLES
BASED   0N  MEAN   SCALE   VALUES
1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9      10      11      12      13      14      15
Mountain  Children   (N  =   15)
.-.        1st  tr.ial
x--x      2nd  tr`ial
Child  #4  gave  only  one  sample
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Figur,e  5
TEST-RETEST   RELIABILITY   FOR   NON-MOUNTAIN   SAMPLES
BASED   ON   MEAN   SCALE   VALUES
Non-Mountain  Childr`en   (N  =  4)
.-.         1st  tr.ial
x--x      2nd  tr`ial
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The  resulting  value  of  r  =  +.87  (p<.001)   indicates  a  high  positive
cor.r.elation  for  intra-judge  I.eliability.
Accor.ding  to  the  information  contained  in  Figur`e  4  and  Tables  3,
4,   5,  and  6,  ther`e  was  a  significant  difference  in  the  judgment  of
mountain  and  non-mountain  speech  for.  the  Evaluative  factor.  (t  =  7.33,
p<.001).     Judgment  of  the  mountain  speakers  was  significantly  lower`
than  judgment  of  non-mountain  speaker`s  for.  this  factor..     Concer`ning
the  Potency  factor.,  no  significant  differ`ence  was  found  between  the
two  gr.oups   (t  =  1.07),  although  mean  scores  indicated  that  the  child-
r.en  with  mountain  speech  were  judged  slightly  higher.  on  this  factor`.
No  significant  differ.ence  was  determined  between  mountain  and  non-
mountain  speech  for`  the  Activity  factor.   (t  =  1.00).     However.,  based
on  mean  scor`es,   the  mountain  dialect  speaker.s  were  judged  slightly
lower.  than  wer`e  the  non-mountain  speaker.s.     The  factor  indicating  a
significant  difference  and  the  str`ongest  attitude  was  the  Evaluative
factor,
Based  on  infor`mation  fr`om  the  two-tailed  t-Test  r`esults  in  Figur`e
5,   data  indicates  that  among  pr`e-ser.vice  teacher.s,   ther`e  does  seelll  to
exist  a  significant  differ`ence  in  attitudes  towar`d  mountain  and  stan-
dard  speech  in  elementary  school  childr`en.
Summary.  of  Results
No  extr'eme   scores  wer.e  expl`essed  towar`d  either  mountain  or.  non-
mountain  speech.     Respondents  wer`e  r`elatively  consistent  in  the  scor`ing
of  each  speech  sample,  with  r`eliability  increasing  towar`ds  the  end  of
instrument  administration.     Two  scale  items  wer`e  found  to  r`ecur`rently
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Table   4  .
t-TEST   FOR   TIIE   EVALUATIVE   FACTOR
BETWEEN   MOUNTAIN   AND   NON-MOUNTAIN   SAMPLES











Table   5
t-TEST   FOR   THE   POTENCY   FACTOR
BETREEN   MOUNTAIN   AND   NON-MOUNTAIN   SAMPLES
Mean                    '    t-Value





Table   6
t-TEST   FOR   THE   ACTIVITY   FACTOR
BETWEEN   MOUNTAIN   AND   NON-MOUNTAIN   SAMPLES
Mean t-value
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exhibit  a  negative  relationship  with  the  total  scale  corr`elation.
A  high  test-I.etest  corr`elation  was  found,  indicating  a  high  degree  of
relationship  for.  intr.a-judge  r`eliability.
A  significant  differ.ence  was  found  to  exist  between  expressed  at-
titudes  towar`d  mountain  speech  and  non-mountain  speech  for  the  Evalua-
tive  factor.    No  significant  differ.ences  were  found  between  the  two
speech  gr.oups  for.  either`  the  Potency  or.  Activity  factor`s.     It  was  con-
eluded  that  pre-service  teacher`s  do  expr'ess  differ.ent  attitudes  towar`d
mountain  speech  than  towar`d  non-mountain  speech.
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Chapter  5
SU"ARY,   DISCUSSION,   AND   RECO"ENDATI0NS
FOR   FURTHER   RESEARCH
S-ar,y
The  purpose  of  this  study  was  to  examine  the  expressed  attitudes
of  pre-service  teachers  towar.d  mountain  speech  in  elementary  school
children.    Reliability  of  the  semantic  differential  scores  was  deter.-
mined  by  total  item  cor.relation,  item-total  corr`elation,  and  a  test-
retest  corr.elation.    Each  of  the  three  semantic  differ.ential  factor`s--
Evaluative,  Potency,  and  Activity--contained  five  items  that  wer`e  anal-
yzed  on  the  basis  of  mean  scale  values.     A  two-tailed  t-Test  was  com-
puted  to  determine  the  significance  of  the  difference  between  the  two
groups,  mountain  and  non-mountain  speech  samples,   fort  each  factor  and
to  deter`mine  the  difference  between  the  expr.essed  attitudes  toward  the
mountain  and  non-mountain  speech  samples.
All  nineteen  childr`en,   fr.om  two  different  elementary  schools,  were
r.efer`r.ed  by  their.  teachers  and  then  inter`viewed.     The  stimulus  tape,
consisting  of  thir`ty-seven  taped  speech  segments,  was  played  for'  thirty-
five  pr`e-service  teachers  who  listened  and  then  scor.ed  the  semantic
differ`ential  scales.
The  following  findings  wer.e  based  upon  statistical  analysis  of  the
data  dur.ing  the  investigation:
1.     No  extr'eme  attitudes  wer'e  expr`essed  toward  either`  the  mountain
or  non-mountain  speech  samples.
2.     The  r`espondents  wer.e  r`elatively  consistent  in  scor`ing  each  of
the  speech  samples.
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3.     Two  scale  items,   "rough-smooth"  and  "r`ugged-delicate",   were
I.ecur.rently  found  to  exhibit  a  negative  r`elationship  with  the  total
scale  cor`r.elation.
4.     A  high  degr.ee  of  relationship  was  found  to  exist  for.  r.espon-
dents'   ratings  of  the  two  speech  segments  taped  fr.om  each  child.
5.     Therie  was  a  significant  r`elationship  between  expressed  atti-
tudes  for  mountain  and  non-mountain  speech  samples  for  the  Evaluative
factol`..
6.     Ther`e  was  no  significant  difference  between  the  expr`essed  atti-
tudes  toward  the  mountain  and  non-mountain  speech  segments  for  either.
the  Potency  or.  Activity  factor.s.
7.     There  does  appear.  to  be  a  significant  difference  between  the
expressed  attitudes  towar.d  mountain  and  non-mountain  speech,  with  moun-
tain  speech  judged  more  negatively  than  non-mountain  speech.
Di.s'cu.s.s.ion
Results  of  the  present  study  provide  evidence  that  pr.e-service
teachers  do  possess  differ.ent  attitudes  toward  children  with  mountain
speech  than  toward  children  with  standar'd  speech.     Significant  relation-
ships  wel`e  found  to  exist  between  the  major.ity  of  compar.isons  of  moun-
tain  and  non-mountain  speech  samples.     For  those  sample  compar`isons  in
which  a  significant  differ`ence  was  not  found,  the  degr.ee  to  which  the
child's  speech  contained  character`istics  of  either.-mountain  or.  non-
mountain  dialect  may  have  influenced  the  r.espondents'   judgments.
Overall,   the  respondents  expressed  no  extreme  attitudes  towar`ds
either  speech  gr`oup.     This  finding  could  be  related  to  a  possible
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influence  of  a  class  on  multi-cultural  education,  pr`esented  a  few  days
pr.ior.  to  instr.ument  administration.     It  is  also  possible  that  pre-
service  teacher.s  actually  do  not  possess  extr`eme  attitudes  towar`ds
childr`en  who  speak  a  mountain  dialect  due  to  the  fact  that  they  have
had  no  teaching  exper.ience  with  such  childr`en  and  the  difficulties  they
may  pr`esent  in  a  classroom.
Another  finding  of  inter`est  was  the  negative  corr`elation  coeffi-
cients  between  scores  wher.e  the  items  "rough-smooth"  and  "r.ugged-
delicate"  wer'e  involved.     Even  when  the  cor`r.elations  obtained  wer`e  not
negative,  they  were  consider`ably  lower.  than  the  coefficients  for`  all
other  items.     This  finding  could  conceivably  be  due  to  the  inability
of  the  respondents  to  r`elate  either  adjective  pair.  to  r.ecor`ded  speech
sanp1es.
Per`haps  the  most  significant  implication  of  the  study  is  that
childr`en  speaking  a  mountain  dialect  do  tend  to  be  judged  lower  and
mor`e  negatively  on  the  Evaluative  factor.  of  the  semantic  differ`ential.
This  is  in  accor'dance  with  findings  by  Osgood  and  his  colleagues   (1961)
that  the  Evaluative  factor  plays  the  most  impor`tant  r`ole  in  making
judgments,   accounting  for  appr`oximately  thr`ee-fourths  of  all  judgments
made.     Given  the  effect  that  a  teacher`'s  attitude  may  have  on  a  child's
pel`for`mance  in  school,   the  pr`esent  instrument  could  pr`ove  of  value  in
monitor.ing  the  attitudes  of  teacher`s  presently  in  the  field,  as  well
as  pre-service  teacher`s.
Recommendations   for  Further.  Resear.ch
The  following  suggestions  are  made  as  the  result  of  the  pr`esent
study:
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1.     The  fact  that  no  extr'eme  attitudes  wer.e  expressed  by  the  r`e-
spondents  indicates  that  scores  for  each  sanple  tended  to  cluster
around  the  mean.     This  may  suggest  that  the  accur`acy  of  teacher'  r.efer`-
rals  of  childr`en,  based  on  dialect,  should  be  explor.ed.     This  should
be  examined  in  a  r.eplication  of  this  study  in  which  the  resear`cher
identifies  childr.en,  in  addition  to  accepting  teacher  refer.I.als.
2.     In  the  event  that  another  study  is  conducted  on  the  basis  of
the  semantic  differential  scales  used  in  this  study,  either`  one  or
both  of  the  scale  items  "r.ough-smooth"  and  "rugged-delicate"  should  be
deleted  fr`om  the  scales.
3.     In  an  effort  to  modify  the  attitudes  of  pr`e-service  teacher`s
towar`d  social  dialects,  the  type  of  scale  used  in  the  pr`esent  study
should  be  administer'ed  at  the  beginning  of  coursework.     Classes  dealing
in  attitudes  and  social  dialects  should  then  be  presented  to  the  stu-
dents.     Re-administration  of  the  scales  should  follow  to  ascer.tain  the
effect  that  exposur`e  to  social  dialect  and  attitude  had  on  the  students.
4.    A  semantic  differ`ential  scale  should  be  administered  to  teach-
er`s  pr.esently  in  the  field,  in  both  mountain  and  non-mountain  ar.eas,
on  the  basis  of  dialect.     Teacher.s  should  also  pr.ovide  r.atings  for.  each
child  on  intelligence  and  academic  per.for`mance.     These  r`atings  should
then  be  corr.elated  with  the  scor.es  obtained  fr`om  the  attitude  scales.
5.     A  study  similar.  to  the  pr'esent  one  should  be  conducted  with
par`ents  and  corr.elated  with  expressed  expectations  of  th6ir`  childr.en.
Based  on  speech  samples  of  other.  childr.en,   the  differ.ences  in  the
expr`essed  attitudes  of  childr`en  should  be  studied.     In  such  a  study,
a  modified  semantic  differential  scale  should  be  administer`cd.
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Appendix  A
RELEVANT   SUBJECT   CHARACTERISTICS
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Appalachian  State  Urii'/ersity
B¢3one,  North   Cgrolina  28608
Apperrdix  P. 52
Lot+,er  P.ei¥`Jest  I-ol`  Teacher  Referz.al
Department of Speech  Patholcigy a.nc!  Audiology
Speech  and Hearing Clinic
704/262-2185
D@ar'  Teac'ner,
AF  part  of  ou±.  c`inti"in?,  pii.gz.am  of`  resear.ch  in  speech  and  langua.ge,
ti;e  need  yoiir  1`elp  in  ]ocat:.ing  child`rer49   grades  K-3,  who  demonstz.ate
spec.`h  or  d:..a].eL.t  prevalent  in  rural  mountain  areas.     Would  you
Flo.ase  ta,ke  the  tine  +lo  cons:.Lder  eacr,  child  in  your  classroom  and
dcc}ici.e  if  his/tittz`  speech  coo.id  be  described  as  AppalachiaTi  frlountairi
d::.alecto     Along  with  youi.  name  please  list  the  name  ot`  each  child
yc,u  feel  to  'oe  appr'opria.te  to  participate  in  this  study.    Any  child
wh.cm  you  ident.ify  w{rill  be  ir.dividually  consider`ed  by  us,  and  if
selec`ted  no  cl.Iild  will  be  idep.tified  by  name.     We  are  irit..r.ested
only  i,n  colic.cling  speech  samples®     Please  L`eturn  your  li.i;t  to  the
bcx.  o.i  your  school  spec.cli  cliniciano
as  soon  as  pc`ssible.     If  `vou  have  any  questions,  comerits,  or  concezT.s
ple€*se  feet   fi.ec  to  contact  Pan  Upchurch  aJ..  262-2185  ol`  264-6734.
Tliaal:  you  very  much.
.'o   m``JT.bet   in$1il.tioi.   c`f   The   univ®r.:Iy   ol   itoiih   Carolina
A,1   i:qi.n:   Oproriurii{y   Empl®y®.'
Appalachian  State  university
Boone,  North   Carolina  28608
Ap..per,,dix  C
Pareni..al  Perm.ission  For.in
Department of Spp6.ch  Pathology ai`c'  Aiidio!ogy
Speech  and  Hearing  Clir`ic
=i_-_-.___ ..----        _ _______   -_
-/04/262-2185
I)ear  Par.eiit,s ,
We  are  studying  children  in  this}  ar`ea  antl  tt]e  way  they  comunicate„
To  coaplete  this  stL.dy,  we  need  to  balk  to  several  school  cliildren.
We  would  like  riermis.sion  €o  talk  to  your.  c.^1ild  and  ask  him/her
a.  f€vi~  sixple  q`..estions®     Yrjur  child  in.|y  els.)  be  tape-recoz.ded.
^i.his  would  ta!;9  atouJ:  15  minutes.     Your  child';  name  will  r..ot  be
I..sc:a  3 ..,-i   .LJiis  study;   he/she   .rill  not  be  ia.entified  in  an}.  `w`|y.
If  yc`j.  agr`ee  fof`  your  child  to  talk  with  us,  please  sign  lier.e
this  letter.  tc.  his,/her  teac?icr.
TJiarik  you  very  tat:ch  f.or'  your  tirLe®
Sjnc!el`ely,
rfjji  upchur.ch
Please  have  your  child  return
/.   m®r.ib®r   :hstituti..n   of   Th.   univ®fiity   of   Nor(h   Ccl:olino
An   Equal   Opportucity   El'.tFl.yet
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Appendix  D
THE   SEMANTIC   DIFFERENTIAL   SCALE
'  '  SAMPLE
1.                               GOOD
2.                              WEAK'
3.       NONSTANDARD
4.                         ROUGH
5.                     ACTIVE
6.                         LI`GHT
7.          INCOMPLETE
8.                    SIMPLE
9.                      RUGGED
10.                               LOW
11.                          FAST
12.                         LARGE
13.                            DULL
14.          SUCCESSFUL


















Instructions  to  Respondents  fort
Scor.ing  the  Semantic  Differ.ential
The  following  instructions  wet?e  pr.ovided  ver`bally  to  each  r`espon-
dent  pr.ior  to  instr.ument  administr.ation:
You  are  about  to  listen  to  thir.ty-seven  taped  speech  samples  of
children.     The  packet  of  scor.e  sheets  before  you  contains  thir.ty-seven
pages,  with  one  sample  number  and  one  set  of  scales  appearing  on  each
page.     Each  taped  sample  will  be  preceded  by  the  number.  for.  that  par.-
ticular.  sample,   which  corr`esponds  to  the  number.ed  sample  on  the  scor`e
sheet .
In  or`der.  to  score  the  scales,  listen  to  each  sample  carefully.
Scoring  is  based  on  the  way  you  feel  about  each  particular`  salnple  you
hear.    Look  at  each  adjective-pair  item  contained  in  each  scale.     If
you  feel  the  speech  sample  is  extr.emely  related  to  either  of  the  adjec-
tives  for`  an  item,  place  an  ''X"  on  the  line  of  the  space  closest  to  the
way  you  feel.     For  example,   if  you  feel  a  speech  sample  is  extr.emely
good,  place  an  ''X"  in  the  space  closest  to  the  adjective  "good".     The
position  of  each  space  is  labeled  dir`ectly  under`  the  sample  number..
Indicate  only  one  position--extr.emely,  quite,   slightly,  or'  neutr.al--
for  each  of  the  fifteen  items.    Please  score  all  fifteen  items  for  all
thir.ty-seven  sample  scales.
It  should  be  emphasized  that  there  are. p9  right  or`  wrong  answers.
Scor.ing  is  based  totally  on  your.  individual  feelings  towar`d  each  sample;
your.  fir.st  impr`essions  and  immediate  r`eactions  ar`e  to  serve  as  the
basis  for`  scoring.
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The  purpose  of  this  study  will  be  explained  at  the  end  of  the




RAW  DATA   FOR   TEST-RETEST   0F


































Appendix  F   (Continued)
NohLM.ouhtaih  Samples
Child
Stimulus  Tape
Sanple  Number.
Mean  Scale
value
2
23
9
21
14
17
18
34
4.2
4.0
4.0
4.2
4.6
4.6
4.2
4.2
